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Abstract: 4 
This study presents a novel approach to simulating the fatigue stress spectra of short- to 5 
medium-span bridges under stochastic and dynamic traffic loads. The stochastic traffic load is 6 
simulated based on the weigh-in-motion (WIM) measurements of a heavy-duty highway bridge 7 
in China, and the dynamic effects are modeled using a vehicle-bridge coupled vibration system. 8 
An interpolation response surface method (RSM) is used to approximate the effective stress 9 
ranges of a bridge with respect to road roughness conditions, gross vehicle weights, vehicle 10 
configurations, and driving speeds. The RSM provides a platform for an efficient spectrum 11 
simulation of bridges under stochastic and dynamic traffic loads. A case study of a simply 12 
supported T-girder bridge demonstrates the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed 13 
approach. The proposed computational framework provides an effective approach for 14 
simulating the fatigue stress spectra for short-to medium-span bridges with WIM data. 15 
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However, the efficiency of the approach depends on the number of intervals of driving speed 16 
and gross vehicle weight in the interpolation RSM. Additionally, overloading control has a 17 
considerable influence on the probability density of the high-amplitude stresses in the fatigue 18 
stress spectrum. Even a relatively high overloading limit value will considerably increase the 19 
fatigue reliability of a bridge. In addition, the numerical results provide a theoretical basis for 20 
bridge deck retrofitting and truck overloading control measures.      21 
Keywords: fatigue stress spectrum; fatigue reliability; vehicle-bridge interaction; response 22 
surface method; stochastic traffic load; weigh-in-motion; road roughness condition                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             23 
Introduction 24 
Due to the steady development of the global economy and national transportation industries, 25 
traffic loading has significantly increased in recent decades (Capros et al. 2008). The traffic 26 
growth has occurred not only in traffic volume, but also in the number of extremely overloaded 27 
trucks (Mei et al. 2004; Han et al. 2014). This phenomenon negatively influences existing 28 
bridges, via large maximum traffic load effects (Obeirn and Enright 2013; Lu et al. 2017), 29 
exponential increases in fatigue damage (Theil 2016), and road roughness deterioration (Pais et 30 
al. 2013). Research progress has been made on the fatigue life and serviceability evaluation of 31 
existing steel and concrete bridges (Wang et al. 2015; Lu et al. 2017). For short-to 32 
medium-span bridges, deteriorating road roughness conditions (RRCs) can lead to more stress 33 
cycles and high stress amplitudes due to dynamic impacts (Zhang and Cai 2012). A low 34 
dead-to-live load ratio (Deng and Cai 2010a) is another characteristic of short-to medium-span 35 
bridges highlighting the importance of considering actual traffic loads in fatigue safety 36 
assessments. In practice, some researchers (Mohammadi and Polepeddi 2000; Wang et al. 37 
  
2016b) have noted that the current practice of bridge fatigue design codes may underestimate 38 
the dynamic effects and the fatigue stress spectrum of some in-service bridges. Therefore, a 39 
bridge fatigue evaluation accounting for dynamic effects and actual traffic loads deserves 40 
investigation.  41 
Fatigue stress spectra are essential for fatigue reliability evaluations and fatigue life 42 
prediction for existing bridges. Since the stress spectrum is sensitive to site-specific traffic 43 
loads, a numerical simulation based on weigh-in-motion (WIM) measurements is an effective 44 
method for simulating the stress spectra for an extensive range of bridges, in addition to the 45 
structural health monitoring (SHM) approach (Chen et al. 2012; Deng et al. 2015). In this 46 
regard, numerous studies have been conducted to develop fatigue truck-load models based on 47 
site-specific WIM measurements (Wang et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2015). Compared with 48 
standard fatigue truck-load models with deterministic configurations and gross vehicle weights 49 
(GVWs), stochastic traffic load models with uncertainties associated with individual vehicles 50 
or traffic flows on a bridge are more effective for the stress spectrum simulation. A 51 
probabilistic finite element method (FEM) was developed by Guo et al. (2012) to evaluate the 52 
fatigue reliability of a steel bridge based on WIM measurements. Fatigue stress spectra of 53 
welded joints in orthotropic steel bridge decks were evaluated by Lu et al. (2016), who utilized 54 
stochastic fatigue truck-load models and learning machines. These studies focused on the 55 
fatigue stress spectrum simulation of bridges based on site-specific WIM measurements. 56 
However, the dynamic impacts of the traffic load, which are greater for short-to medium-span 57 
bridges with poor RRCs, were not considered in their investigations. In addition to the stress 58 
amplification, the number of stress cycles also increase due to the vehicle-bridge interaction 59 
  
(VBI). Wang et al (2016a) indicated that the number of stress cycles used in current studies for 60 
short-span concrete bridges may be overestimate. However, Lee et al. (2012) showed that the 61 
fatigue dynamic factor for steel plate girder railway may be overestimated. 62 
National design codes (BIS 2006; AASHTO 2012) have recommended using dynamic 63 
amplification factors (DAFs) to describe the dynamic effects on short-to medium-span bridges. 64 
However, the vehicle-induced dynamic effects on bridge fatigue damage are not covered in the 65 
conventional DAFs. Low-amplitude stress cycles due to VBIs contribute to fatigue damage 66 
accumulation. Therefore, VBI analysis is essential for the fatigue stress analysis of short-to 67 
medium-span bridges. Deng and Cai (2010a) highlighted the influence of RRC deterioration of 68 
a short-span bridge on the DAFs, and suggested a modification to the AASHTO specifications. 69 
Wang et al. (2016b) evaluated DAFs for the fatigue design of steel I-girder bridges by 70 
considering the deterioration of RRCs and investigated the influence of the dynamic effects of 71 
overloaded vehicles on the fatigue stress. These studies emphasize the influence of RRCs and 72 
truck overloading on dynamic impacts and DAFs. However, the above studies estimated DAFs 73 
mainly through analyzing an AASHTO HS 20-44 truck, but this process does not 74 
comprehensively describe the characteristics of the actual traffic load. In addition, to the best of 75 
the author’s knowledge, few studies have introduced VBI analysis into the fatigue stress 76 
spectrum simulation, especially under stochastic traffic loads.  77 
This study aims to develop a computational framework for the fatigue stress spectrum 78 
simulation of short-to medium-span bridges considering stochastic and dynamic traffic loads. 79 
The stochastic traffic load is simulated based on WIM measurements of a heavy-duty highway 80 
bridge in China, and the dynamic effects are modeled via a vehicle-bridge coupled vibration 81 
  
system. An interpolation response surface method is utilized to efficiently evaluate the stress 82 
spectrum. The bridge effective stress ranges are evaluated considering RRCs, GVWs, vehicle 83 
speeds, and vehicle configurations. The efficiency of the approach and its application to fatigue 84 
reliability assessment are demonstrated by a case study of a simply supported T-girder bridge.                         85 
Theoretical bases  86 
Vehicle-bridge coupled system  87 
A vehicle-bridge coupled system is a dynamic system composed of moving vehicles, bridge 88 
structures and RRCs. The bridge deflection and the RRCs cause the vibration in the VBIs, 89 
which couple the vibration of both the bridge and the vehicle. In a vehicle-bridge coupled 90 
system, both the bridge and the vehicle are usually simulated as discrete systems when 91 
constructing their equations of motion. The two systems are coupled with assumptions of the 92 
same displacement and interaction at the contact points (Wang et al. 2016a). A vehicle can be 93 
simulated as the vehicle body, vehicle tires and suspension. For instance, a two-axle truck is 94 
usually modeled as a four degree-of-freedom (DOF) system, including sinking and rotation of 95 
the truck body and the vertical displacements of the front and rear tires, as shown in Fig. 1. The 96 
equation of motion of a vehicle-bridge coupled system is written as follows (Zhang and Cai 97 
2012): 98 
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where Mv, Cv, and Kv are the mass, the damping and the stiffness matrices of the vehicle, 100 
respectively; Mb, Cb and Kb are the mass, the damping and the stiffness matrices of the bridge, 101 
respectively; uv and ub are the displacement vectors of the vehicle and the bridge, respectively; 102 
  
and Cbb, Cbv, Cvb, Kbb, Kbv, Kvb, Fbr and Fvr are additional terms related to the expansion of the 103 
wheel-road contact force. These time-variant parameters will change as the vehicle moves 104 
across the bridge.  105 
For short-to medium-span bridges, the bridge behavior can be modeled linearly, which 106 
enables the use of the modal superposition to reduce the number of DOFs in a system. It is 107 
acknowledged that
T
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is the frequency of the ith mode shape of the bridge and ηi is the percentage of the critical 109 
damping for the ith mode of the bridge. Therefore, Eq. (1) can be written in the frequency 110 
domain:  111 
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 112 
where I is a unit matrix, ξb is the generalized coordinate vector of the bridge, and the bridge 113 
deflection vector can be written by the superposition [ ]{ } ub b b . Based on the 
114 
deflection-strain relationship and the stress-strain relationship, the stress can be written as 115 
follows: 116 
b
S EBu                                   (3) 
117 
where S is the estimated stress vector; E is the stress-strain relationship matrix, which can be 118 
assumed to be a constant; and B is the stress-deflection relationship matrix, which can be 119 
deduced from the element shape function.  120 
In summary, the equations of motion of the bridge and the vehicle are modeled separately 121 
and are then coupled together at the point of contact in terms of deflection and interaction. With 122 
  
modal parameters extracted from a bridge finite element model, the deflection vector can be 123 
evaluated based on Eq. 2. Finally, the rebar stress can be calculated based on the 124 
strain-displacement and stress-strain relationship from the finite element model and elastic 125 
mechanics theories. Note that the friction and the slip between the rebar and the concrete are not 126 
considered, because the focus of the present study was on the traffic patterns. 127 
Fatigue damage accumulation 128 
The stress blocks computed based on the vehicle-bridge coupled system can be converted into 129 
fatigue damage using S-N (stress-life) curves. The traffic-induced stress cycles are mostly 130 
high-cycle and low-amplitude blocks. Therefore, Eurocode3 (ECS 2005), as one of the national 131 
fatigue design codes, was used to the define S-N curves, due to its consideration of a special 132 
slope value for the low-amplitude stress cycles and detailed categories. The S-N curves in 133 
Eurocode3 are written as follows:      134 
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where ΔσR is the stress range; NR is the corresponding number of cycles; ΔσD and ΔσL are the 137 
constant-amplitude fatigue limit and the fatigue threshold, respectively; and KC and KD are the 138 
fatigue strength coefficients when ΔσRΔσD and ΔσLΔσRΔσD, respectively. For concrete 139 
bridges, the fatigue critical components are usually the longitudinal rebars in the bottom of the 140 
girder section. The specific category of rebar is the butted joint in Eurocode3, and the 141 
parameters in the S-N curve are shown in Table 1.  142 
Notably, the vehicle-induced vibration yields numerous variable-amplitude stress blocks 143 
that can be equivalent to a constant-amplitude stress block with the same fatigue damage. 144 
  
Although the low-amplitude stresses included in the variable-amplitude stress blocks are 145 
usually lower than the fatigue threshold (32MPa), they cannot be cut off (Chan et al. 2001). 146 
Therefore, the stress fatigue threshold of ΔσL=0 MPa was considered in the present study to 147 
make the estimation more realistic. Based on the S-N curves and Palmgren linear fatigue 148 
damage accumulation rule (Miner 1945), the equivalent formulation can be written as follows:       149 
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 150 
where △σi and △σj are the ith and jth stress ranges that are larger than △σD and less than △σD, 151 
respectively; Ni and Nj are the number of cycles with respect to △σi and △σj, respectively; and 152 
△σre is the equivalent efficient stress range. Note that the stress limit was not considered in the 153 
present study. Herein, the fatigue stress and fatigue damage accumulation due to the passage of 154 
an individual truck on a bridge can be evaluated by considering the VBI. 155 
By expanding the individual vehicle effect to the traffic effect, the fatigue stress spectra of 156 
a bridge can be simulated and applied in fatigue life prediction and fatigue reliability 157 
assessment. A structural limit state function (LSF), which is composed of stochastic parameters 158 
in terms of the resistance and the load effect, is essential for fatigue reliability evaluation. A 159 
positive LSF value indicates the fatigue safety of a bridge, whereas a negative value indicates 160 
the fatigue failure of a bridge. In addition to the stress spectrum and the structural resistance 161 
parameters, the average daily truck traffic (ADTT) is another critical parameter associated with 162 
numerous factors, including the local economy and governmental policies. This study assumes  163 
that the annual ADTT increases linearly. Based on the this assumption, the LSF of the fatigue 164 
damage accumulation during the lifetime of a bridge is written as follows:  165 
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where gn(X) is the LSF of a bridge in the nth year, X is a random variable vector, D△ is the 167 
Miner’s critical fatigue damage index, Dn(X) is the cumulative fatigue damage in the nth year, e 168 
is the distribution coefficient of the transverse axle load, Nd is the number of daily cycles that 169 
correspond to Δσre, and RADTT is the annual linear growth factor of the daily traffic volume. The 170 
most critical random variables in Eq. (7), which are associated with traffic load, are the 171 
equivalent stress ranges and the corresponding number of stress cycles. In this study, the 172 
probability models of the two random variables are evaluated from WIM measurements based 173 
on an efficient approach described below. Eventually, the fatigue reliability of the LSF can be 174 
evaluated using the conventional first-order second-moment method or a Monte Carlo 175 
simulation (MCS).   176 
An efficient approach for bridge dynamic stress spectrum simulation based 177 
on WIM measurements  178 
Review of conventional approaches 179 
Fatigue spectra are essential for the fatigue damage evaluation of bridges. The fatigue life 180 
prediction of bridges would be significantly affected by slight errors in the stress spectrum 181 
simulation. Fatigue stress spectra can be measured via bridge field tests, such as conventional 182 
bridge detection and the SHM approach (Liu et al. 2010; Ye et al. 2012; Soliman et al. 2015). 183 
Field tests can provide practical stress spectra based on continuously field-measured dynamic 184 
strain data. However, a relatively short time period of monitoring is hardly able to represent the 185 
fatigue stresses over the lifetime of a bridge. In addition, the expensive sensors and 186 
environmentally sensitive characteristics complicate the application of SHM. 187 
  
In addition to the conventional monitoring approaches, numerical simulation represent an 188 
alternative approach for fatigue stress analysis. The integration of a static influence line and 189 
DAFs is a reliable approach recommended in several design specifications. However, the 190 
DAFs might underestimate the dynamic effects, especially association with RRC deterioration. 191 
Chan et al. (2003) calculated the fatigue stress of components of the Tsing Ma Bridge using a 192 
loading moving force on the bridge. Zhou et al. (2013) obtained the fatigue stress of the Sesia 193 
Bridge and identified the critical fatigue members by simplifying a high-speed train into a 194 
series of concentrated forces. However, the existence of fatigue damage induced by the local 195 
vibration of components highlighted the significance of introducing VBIs into the fatigue stress 196 
evaluation. In recent decades, extensive studies have focused on vehicle-bridge coupled 197 
vibration using various analytical models. With the application of these theoretical models, the 198 
displacement, acceleration and dynamic stress response of bridges can be adequately simulated. 199 
Deng and Cai (2010a) utilized a 3-D VBI model to evaluate the DAFs for short-span bridges. 200 
Wang and Deng. (2015; 2016a) proposed simple and reasonable expressions for DAFs of the 201 
stress ranges and the number of stress cycles for fatigue design. Zhang and Cai (2012) 202 
evaluated the fatigue reliability of existing bridges based on the vehicle speed and the RRCs 203 
via vehicle-bridge coupled vibration analysis. However, the truck load model in design 204 
specifications might underestimate the vehicle load effects (Wang et al. 2016b).  205 
In summary, most research efforts on fatigue stress spectrum simulation of bridges based 206 
on WIM measurements have ignored the dynamic impact effect, which is more important for 207 
short-to medium-span bridges. However, studies on the dynamic impact effect caused by 208 
vehicle-bridge coupled vibration have mainly focused on amending the DAFs, while the 209 
  
application of the dynamic impact effect in the stress spectrum simulation has been relatively 210 
limited. For more reasonable stress spectra, in addition to the vehicle-bridge coupled vibration 211 
analysis, the stochastic effects on bridges based on actual traffic loads should be considered. 212 
However, one of the challenges for considering both dynamic and stochastic effects is the 213 
time-consuming computational effort associated with the combined utilization of mode 214 
superposition and successive integration methods.                               215 
Computational framework for fatigue stress spectrum simulation 216 
Based on the theoretical bases and discussions illustrated above, this study presents an efficient 217 
approach to simulate fatigue stress spectrum of short-to medium-span bridges. This approach 218 
incorporates both the stochastic traffic load and the VBI theory. An interpolation response 219 
surface method (RSM) is presented to make the stress spectra simulation more efficient. A 220 
flowchart of the computational framework is shown in Fig. 2. As depicted in Fig. 2, the 221 
procedures on the left side describe the simulation of individual trucks and traffic flows based 222 
on WIM measurements, while the procedures on the right side are associated with the VBI 223 
analysis. These procedures are described further below.   224 
With WIM measurements, the first task is to classify the vehicles. The principle of the 225 
classification in this study is the axle configuration, where vehicles with the same or similar 226 
axle configurations are classified as a single type. Following the classification of vehicle types, 227 
the subsequent step is the probability modeling of the GVWs and the driving speeds of each 228 
vehicle type. The GVW intervals and the driving speed intervals will be used for the bridge 229 
time-stress history simulation. With the statistical model obtained from the WIM measurements, 230 
the stochastic traffic load model can be simulated via an MCS. Finally, the long-term traffic 231 
  
load models will be used for bridge fatigue stress analysis. 232 
The right side of the flowchart starts with the bridge model shapes and mode frequencies, 233 
which can be obtained from the finite-element model. With the individual truck intervals and 234 
RRCs, a VBI system is established. Bridge stress histories can be obtained via the equation of 235 
motion of the coupled system, as shown in Eq. (2), by using the Newmark-β intergration 236 
approach. The stress history is simulated step-by-step with truck interval samples. 237 
Subsequently, variable-amplitude stress cycles in the stress histories can be counted via the 238 
rain-flow counting method. These variable-amplitude stress cycles under individual vehicle 239 
loads are converted to an efficient constant-amplitude stress cycle with the same fatigue 240 
damage. The GVWs and the driving speeds are both continuous, but the RRCs and vehicle 241 
types are discrete. Therefore, the response surface functions of the effective stress ranges for 242 
different RRCs and vehicle types are independent. The response surface functions affected by 243 
the GVW and the driving speed can be approximated by linear interpolation functions. Since 244 
the influence of the vehicle speed on the bridge dynamic amplification effect is not monotonic, 245 
the linear interpolation function is utilized. Therefore, the width of the driving speed intervals 246 
is a critical factor affecting the computational efficiency and the accuracy.    247 
As elaborated above, the critical procedure of the framework is to utilize response surface 248 
functions to predict the stress ranges due to stochastic vehicle loads. The response surface 249 
function is approximated for several sample vehicles by taking the GVW and the vehicle speed 250 
as input data and the equivalent stress range as output data. The stochastic traffic load model is 251 
simulated with site-specific WIM measurements. The advantage of this framework is its ability 252 
to solve the time-consuming process associated with calculating the integral of the 253 
  
vehicle-bridge coupled vibration.      254 
Stress spectrum simulation of simply supported bridges  255 
Stochastic traffic load simulation based on WIM measurements  256 
A WIM system is composed of a set of sensors and support equipment to measure the 257 
emergence and the weight of passing vehicles. It is an effective management tool for truck 258 
overload control. A technical problem of the WIM system involves ensuring the weighing 259 
accuracy under environment interference. The wavelet decomposition method and the 260 
reconstruction method (Chatterjeed et al. 2006) are effective in this regard. The present study 261 
used the WIM data collected from a highway bridge in Sichuan Province, China. Details of the 262 
relevant data can be found in Liu et al. (2015). Note that the WIM system directly provided the 263 
relevant WIM data, including the vehicle type, the driving speed, the headway time, and the 264 
weight.      265 
Statistical analysis and filtering processes were conducted to remove invalid data. The 266 
criteria for identifying invalid data are as follows: (1) the GVW is less than 30 kN; (2) the axle 267 
weight is greater than 300 kN or less than 5 kN; and (3) the vehicle length is greater than 20 m 268 
or less than 3 m. The effective data were classified into 6 categories according to the axle 269 
configuration, where V1 represents light cars and V2 to V6 represent two- to six- axle trucks. 270 
Taking a six-axle truck as an example, the probability density functions (PDFs) of the GVW 271 
and the driving speed are shown in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, heavy trucks present a relatively 272 
high proportion and have a high overload ratio in the PDF of GVWs. Based on these statistics, 273 
the stochastic traffic load in the slow lane was simulated via the MCS, as shown in Fig. 4. 274 
In Fig. 4, each truck is stochastic but they follow the corresponding distribution. Using 275 
  
this method, the stochastic traffic load has been simulated. The statistical vehicle parameters, 276 
including the vehicle type, the vehicle speed and the GVW, provide a basis for the subsequent 277 
dynamic analysis.    278 
Fatigue stress simulation of simply supported bridges 279 
Two simply supported T-girder prestressed concrete (PC) bridges with span lengths of 25 m 280 
and 40 m are chosen here as examples to demonstrate the application of the proposed 281 
methodology. The dimensions of the cross-sections of the bridges are shown in Fig. 5. The 282 
fatigue-critical components of the bridges are the longitudinal steel bars at the bottom of the 283 
T-girder. The physical properties of the T-girder are shown in Table 2, where Lb is the span 284 
length of the girder; Hb is the height of the T-girder; Ac and As are the cross-sectional areas of a 285 
girder and a critical rebar, respectively; E is the modulus of elasticity of the rebar; I is the 286 
inertia moment of the girder; and y is the distance between the centroid of the cross-section to 287 
the critical steel bar. Mode shapes and mode frequencies were extracted from a 3D finite 288 
element model. The first-order mode shapes for both bridges are symmetric vertical bending, 289 
and the corresponding first natural frequencies for the 25-m-span and 40-m-span bridges are 290 
4.99 Hz and 3.33 Hz, respectively.    291 
According to the framework shown in Fig. 2, the subsequent procedure is to simulate the 292 
stress history of the critical rebar under an individual vehicle load. The RRC has a significant 293 
influence on the VBI, and is usually simulated by an inverse Fourier transformation and an 294 
assumed power spectral density. The RRC coefficients were simulated in the time domain as 295 
shown in Fig. 6, where the RRC coefficients for “Good” and “Poor” are 32×10-6 and 512×10-6 296 
m3/cycle, respectively.  297 
  
Initially, a six-axle truck with a GVW of 550 kN was assumed to pass over the bridge with 298 
a constant speed of 15 m/s. Based on the VBI analysis, the dynamic stresses of the bottom steel 299 
bar of the #2 girder were evaluated by considering good and poor RRCs, respectively. The 300 
stress histories are shown in Fig. 7, where Lv6 is the length of the six-axle truck, Δσre,s is the 301 
static equivalent stress range, and Δσre,g and Δσre,p are the dynamic equivalent stress ranges for 302 
the good and poor RRCs, respectively. The stress ranges were calculated based on Eq. (6) and 303 
the S-N curve shown in Table 1. The equivalent stress ranges are obviously greater than the 304 
maximum stresses due to the additional stress cycles.     305 
The DAFs and fatigue damage ratio between the DAFs of the Δσre and the code are 306 
evaluated as shown in Table 3. The fatigue damage of a 25-m-span bridge with a poor RRC is 307 
1.87 times greater than the one evaluated from the MOCAT specifications (2015). This result 308 
demonstrates the significance of accounting for the RRC effects in a VBI system when 309 
evaluating vehicle-induced fatigue damage. Since the bridge girder with Lb = 40 m has a higher 310 
fatigue stress range, this study will focus on the stress spectrum and reliability evaluation of the 311 
40-m-span PC T-girder bridge.        312 
Response surface function 313 
As depicted in Fig. 2, the GVW, vehicle type and driving speed are considered in the VBI 314 
analysis. First, the GVW and the vehicle type are chosen to investigate their influence on the 315 
equivalent stress range. A two-axle truck and a six-axle truck with GVWs between 20 t and 120 316 
t are assumed to cross the bridge at a constant speed of 15 m/s. The resulting stress histories are 317 
evaluated based on the vehicle-bridge coupled vibration system. The equivalent fatigue stresses 318 
of the bottom steel bar under various load cases are plotted in Fig. 8. The equivalent fatigue 319 
  
stress range linearly increases with increasing GVW in association with good RRCs. In 320 
addition, the vehicle type and the RRC affect the stress range under the same GVW, where a 321 
vehicle with fewer axles or a bridge with worse RRCs produces higher stress ranges. These 322 
results demonstrate the significance of accounting for vehicle type and RRCs in the fatigue 323 
stress calculation for short-to medium-span bridges. The RRC has been emphasized by Zhang 324 
and Cai (2012) and Wang et al. (2016a; 2016b). 325 
In addition to the vehicle type, RRC and GVW, the driving speed of a vehicle influences 326 
the VBI. Two six-axle trucks with GVWs of 40 t and 50 t are assumed to drive over a bridge 327 
with a good RRC at driving speeds between 10 m/s and 50 m/s. The equivalent stress range 328 
versus the driving speed is presented in Fig. 9 by black solid lines. The variation trend of the 329 
equivalent stress range versus the driving speed is not monotonic, and the shapes of the two 330 
curves are different. Therefore, a linear interpolation response surface function was utilized to 331 
approximate the curves. To investigate the accuracy and efficiency of the interpolation 332 
response surface method, the driving speed intervals are assumed to be 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 m/s. 333 
The results are plotted in Fig. 9, where the scheme with a smaller interval value provides a 334 
better fit to the exact value (vint=0.1 m/s). Table 6 summarizes the number of intervals and the 335 
corresponding root mean square errors (RMSEs). An optimal interval speed of 1 m/s is 336 
recommended, where the number of intervals is 41, and the average RMSE is 0.0156 MPa.  337 
Extending Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 to a 3D figure by considering GVW intervals of 10 t, the 338 
interpolation response surface function can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 10. The equivalent 339 
stress range linearly increases with an increase in GVW; however, the effect caused by the 340 
driving speed is irregular. This finding explains why a linear interpolation function instead of a 341 
  
polynomial function was utilized to approximate the equivalent stress range.    342 
These results have demonstrated the significance of the vehicle type and the RRC. In 343 
addition, an interpolation response surface function was presented to approximate the 344 
equivalent stress range affected by the driving speed and the GVW. For a determinate vehicle 345 
type and RRC, 861 individual VBI computations were necessary for the response surface 346 
function approximation. The analysis of six types of vehicles corresponds to seven hours of 347 
computation by a seven-core computer. The time-consuming problem of the interpolation 348 
functions can be solved by utilizing an intelligent algorithm, such as new networks and 349 
learning machines, in future studies. The approximated function can replace the finite element 350 
model or the time integration of Eq. (2). Therefore, the subsequent stress spectrum simulation 351 
based on a large number of stochastic trucks can be efficiently conducted.            352 
Stress spectrum simulation 353 
Before conducting the fatigue stress spectrum simulation based on the stochastic traffic 354 
load and the response surface functions, several realistic factors should be considered. Firstly, 355 
multiple trucks may be presented simultaneously on the bridge, thereby amplifying the stress 356 
range. This phenomenon leads to greater fatigue damage than that caused by a scenario with a 357 
single truck (Fu et al. 2013). Secondly, since an overloaded truck is the most significant factor 358 
leading to fatigue damage, reasonable traffic control with respect to truck overloading will 359 
impact the stress spectrum (Cohen et al. 2003). Finally, since the fatigue is a time-relevant 360 
issue, the time-variant factors should also be considered, including the RRCs and the traffic 361 
growth (Wang et al. 2016b; Zhang et al. 2013).  362 
A multiple presence factor (MPF) describes the scenario in which two or more trucks are 363 
  
traveling on the bridge simultaneously (Fujino et al. 1986). In general, the MPF is a function of 364 
the span length, the ADTT, and the number of lanes. In a free-flowing traffic state, the 365 
probability of two trucks in a single lane is extremely low for a short-to medium-span bridge 366 
with a span length of less than 40 m. The truck-by-truck analysis in a single-lane was 367 
demonstrated to be conservative rather than considering a MPF (Liu et al. 2016). Therefore, the 368 
present study focuses on the simultaneous presence of two trucks in neighboring lanes. Based 369 
on the WIM measurements, the headway time of the trucks in two lanes was analyzed, as 370 
shown in Fig. 11. This figure shows that 7.2% of the trucks have headway time of less than 2 s, 371 
which can be treated as the threshold time for defining the simultaneous presence of two trucks 372 
on the bridge. Therefore, conservatively, 7.2% of the trucks pass over the bridge in two lanes at 373 
the same time. 374 
To investigate the fatigue stress ranges considering the effects of multiple trucks, two 375 
550-kN (GVW) six-axle trucks were used to load the bridge. The equivalent stress ranges of 376 
each girder under three loading scenarios are shown in Fig. 12. The double-lane scenario leads 377 
to a considerable increase in the stress range. The fatigue damage factor between the 378 
multiple-truck and the single-truck scenarios are 3.95, 6.92 and 13.05 for the #1, #2 and #3 379 
girders, respectively, as shown in Fig. 12. Therefore, any estimate that does not consider the 380 
simultaneous presence of multiple trucks on the bridge is non-conservative. The #2 girder is 381 
selected herein to conduct the stress spectrum simulation.   382 
Based on the approximated response functions, 100-day stochastic traffic data were used 383 
to simulate the fatigue stress spectra. Each individual truck load was inputted into the 384 
corresponding response surface function, as shown in Fig. 10. Subsequently, 7.2% of the entire 385 
  
truck samples were superposed randomly as a pair to consider the multiple trucks passing on 386 
the bridge. To analyze the influence of traffic restrictions on the probability density of fatigue 387 
stress range, the specified weights (Ws) corresponding to V2-V6 trucks with values of 20 t, 30 t, 388 
40 t, 50 t and 55, respectively, are defined as the overload thresholds, in accordance with the 389 
ministry of Communications and Transportation (MOCAT 2004) in China. These deterministic 390 
values were used as a measurement standard to describe the overload degree of the actual 391 
weights (Wa). When vehicle weights extracted from the stochastic traffic flow exceed the 392 
specified overload-threshold ratio Ro ( a s
s
o
W W
R
W

 ), the vehicles were excluded as a comparison.         393 
Fig. 13 shows the comparison between the simulated histograms and the fittings for 394 
consideration of the passage of multiple trucks and the overload limit.  395 
The following conclusions have been reached based on Fig. 13. Firstly, the Gaussian 396 
Mixture Model (GMM) adequately fits the histograms, and the multimodal features of the 397 
stress spectra due to the overloaded trucks are captured by the GMM. Secondly, consideration 398 
of the multiple-truck presence on the bridge leads to a slight increase in higher stress cycles 399 
and a slight decrease in lower stress cycles, which are reflected in the GMM curves shown in 400 
Fig. 13(a). Thirdly, the truck overloading limit has a significant influence on the higher stress 401 
cycles, weakening the second peak value of the GMM in Fig. 13(b). These phenomena shown 402 
in the stress spectra have verified the feasibility of the proposed framework for fatigue stress 403 
spectrum simulation, where the simulated stress spectrum provides a reliable foundation for the 404 
subsequent fatigue reliability evaluation. 405 
  
Fatigue reliability evaluation 406 
Statistics of random variables  407 
Five random variables are included in the LSF in Eq. (7): the critical fatigue damage, the 408 
fatigue strength coefficient, the distribution coefficient of transverse axle loads, the stress range 409 
and the number of stress cycles. Probabilistic models of the stress spectrum were created, as 410 
shown in Fig. 13. The probability model of the number of stress cycles can be fitted according 411 
to the daily traffic volume recorded by the WIM system. The remaining three random variables 412 
are discussed in the previously mentioned studies. First, in term of resistance, the critical 413 
damage accumulation index (DΔ) follows a lognormal distribution with a mean value and 414 
standard deviation of 1 and 0.3, respectively (Wirsching 1984). The fatigue strength coefficient 415 
(KD) follows a lognormal distribution with a mean value and standard deviation of 1.64×10
14 416 
and 0.56×1013, respectively. The distribution coefficient of the transverse axle load in a traffic 417 
line follows a normal distribution with the mean value and standard deviation of 0.78 and 418 
0.078, respectively (Lu et al. 2016). The statistics of these random variables are summarized in 419 
Table 5. 420 
Fatigue reliability evaluation accounting for RRC deterioration 421 
Since a worse RRC leads to more stress cycles and higher stress ranges, the RRC 422 
deterioration will impact the fatigue reliability of short-to medium-bridges. Fig. 14 plots the 423 
road roughness coefficient accounting for vehicle-induced road surface deterioration according 424 
to Wang et al. (2016a). The rapid deterioration of the RRCs shown in Fig. 14 further verifies 425 
the necessity of considering the vehicle-bridge coupled vibration in fatigue reliability 426 
  
evaluation. Consider two schemes of changing the bridge decking system at 10-year intervals 427 
and at 20-year intervals. The road roughness coefficient was taken as a constant for each RRC. 428 
Based on the deterioration curve and the two repair schemes for the bridge deck system, the 429 
fatigue reliability of the bridge was evaluated via an MCS, as shown in Fig. 15.     430 
In Fig. 15, the RRC deterioration caused a distinct decrease in reliability index. In detail, 431 
as the RRC deteriorates from “Good” to “Poor”, the reliability index decreases from 2.93 to 432 
2.47 in the 100th year. In addition, a longer repair interval will lead to lower fatigue reliability 433 
index for the bridge. Therefore, a reasonable repair scheme improves the bridge fatigue safety.  434 
Fatigue reliability evaluation accounting for traffic growth and overload control 435 
In addition to the RRC deterioration, the traffic load on the bridge will change over the 436 
lifetime of a bridge. The traffic growth ratio in European countries was reported approximately 437 
2% from 2003 to 2008 (Capros et al. 2008). Considering the traffic volume increase of RADTT = 438 
1%, 2% and 3% and a good RRC, the evaluated fatigue reliability indices are shown in Fig. 16. 439 
The traffic growth results in large difference in the reliability index over the service period.  440 
The evaluated fatigue reliability can be used to predict the fatigue life of the bridge for a 441 
given target reliability index βtarget. However, no standard value exists for βtarget for bridge 442 
fatigue reliability evaluations. Helmerich et al. (2007) calibrated the reliability index according 443 
to ECCS 2004 and defined the βtarget as ranging from 2.0 to 3.5. For engineering applications, 444 
Yazidani and Albrecht (1987) used 2.0 as the target reliability index when evaluating the 445 
reliability of a steel bridge. Teng and Zhao (1986) primarily studied railroad bridges in China 446 
and concluded that the fatigue reliability index of construction details in railroad bridges ranges 447 
from 1.5 to 3.6. Therefore, a value of βtarget=2.0 was adopted in the present study to predict the 448 
  
fatigue life of a bridge under the current traffic loading. Based on the target reliability index 449 
βtarget=2.0, the fatigue life of the bridge is 260, 143, 116, and 92 years for RADTT value of 0%, 450 
1%, 2% and 3%, respectively. Therefore, RADTT = 3% is a critical condition that might pose a 451 
threat to the fatigue reliability of the bridge.       452 
As observed from Fig. 13(b), truck overloading is the main factor that generates high 453 
stress ranges in the stress spectrum. In practice, the maximum overload ratio of the overloaded 454 
trucks recorded in the WIM is nearly 200%, and the proportion of the overloaded trucks is 455 
more than half, as observed from Fig. 4. Therefore, the influence of overloading control on the 456 
fatigue reliability should be investigated. Based on the simulation process of the stress 457 
spectrum shown in Fig. 13, the fatigue reliability of the bridge was evaluated by considering 458 
RRC=Good and RADTT =3%. The lifetime fatigue reliability accounting for traffic management 459 
is shown in Fig. 17.      460 
As observed from Fig. 17, the fatigue reliability increases with a more rigorous 461 
overloading control measures. When Ro was assumed to be 100% and 50%, respectively, the 462 
fatigue reliability index of the bridge in lifetime increased from 1.98 to 2.21 and to 2.44, 463 
respectively. Alternatively, under the objective reliability index β =2.0, the fatigue life of the 464 
bridge increased from 92 to 127 and to 175 years, respectively. These numerical results provide 465 
an effective database for evaluating the fatigue reliability and predicting the fatigue life of a 466 
bridge subject to varying traffic loads. Based on the results, similar assessments can be 467 
performed by]bridge and traffic managers to ensure the fatigue safety of existing bridges.    468 
Conclusions 469 
This study presented a framework for estimating the fatigue reliability of short-to medium- 470 
  
span bridges under stochastic and dynamic traffic loads. The dynamic effects of vehicle were 471 
considered in a vehicle-bridge coupled vibration system, and stochastic traffic loads were 472 
simulated based on bridge WIM measurements. To improve the effectiveness of the stress 473 
spectrum simulations, interpolation response functions were utilized to approximate the 474 
equivalent stress ranges affected by the RRCs, the driving speeds, the vehicle configurations, 475 
the GVWs and the multiple vehicle effects. The conclusions are summarized as follows: 476 
(1) Due to the VBI, the dynamic equivalent fatigue stress range is higher than the static 477 
equivalent fatigue stress range. For a 40-m-span T-girder PC bridge with poor RRC, the 478 
fatigue damage is 1.44 times greater than the static result multiplied by the DAF. Actual 479 
assessment of bridge RRCs are essential to the implementation of the VBI system for an 480 
accurate estimation of the vehicle-induced fatigue damage in short-to medium-span bridges. 481 
 (2) The efficiency and accuracy of the response surface function are dependent on the 482 
number of intervals of both the GVW and the driving speed. Because the influence of the 483 
driving speed on the equivalent stress range is not monotonic, an interval driving speed of 1 484 
m/s is recommended for choosing training samples to approximate the response surface 485 
function.  486 
 (3) Both RRC deterioration and traffic growth cause rapid decreases in the fatigue 487 
reliability. Therefore, the numerical results can provide a basis for a reasonable and optimal 488 
schemes for pavement repair and traffic volume control.  489 
(4) The control of overloading has a considerable influence on the probability density of 490 
high-amplitude stresses in the fatigue stress spectrum. Even a relatively high overload limit 491 
value results in a considerable increase in the fatigue reliability of a bridge. 492 
  
Further developments will improve the presented framework in the following respects. An 493 
expansion of the cumulative damage model that considers the influence of the action sequence 494 
of variable-amplitude loadings on bridge damage seems useful. Additional attention should be 495 
paid to the traffic growth model to improve predictions based on long-term monitoring data. 496 
The influence of concrete cracking, friction and slip between rebars and the concrete, and 497 
reinforcement corrosion on fatigue damage will be considered in future studies. Finally, the 498 
traffic load model and the framework will be applied to fatigue stress spectrum evaluation of 499 
welded joints in typical joints in typical short to medium span steel bridges.   500 
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Table 1. Parameters of the S-N curves in Eurocode3 for steel bar 622 
Classification ΔσC(MPa) ΔσD (MPa) ΔσL (MPa) KC KD 
Steel bar 80 59 32 1.02×1012 1.64×1014 
 623 
624 
  
Table 2. Physical properties of the bridge examples 625 
Lb(m) Hb(m) Ac(m
2) As(m
2) E(Pa) I(m4) y(m) 
20 1.7 0.9820 6.15×10-4 1.95×1011 0.2922 1.2098 
40 2.5 1.139 6.15×10-4 1.95×1011 0.7950 1.6079 
 626 
  627 
  
Table 3. Comparisons of the DAFs and the fatigue damage ratio 628 
Bridge length L = 25 m L = 40 m 
RRC Good Poor Good Poor 
DAFcode 1.27 1.19 
DAF of Δσre 1.15 1.44 1.12 1.28 
Fatigue damage ratio 0.61 1.87 0.74 1.44 
 629 
630 
  
Table 4. Influence of interval length on the accuracy and efficiency of the interpolation 631 
response surface method 632 
Interval speed (m/s) vint = 0.1 vint = 1 vint = 5 vint = 10 
Number of intervals 401 41 9 5 
RMSE for GVW=40 t (MPa) 0 0.0156 0.1352 0.5516 
RMSE for GVW=50 t (MPa) 0 0.0161 0.1417 0.4890 
 633 
634 
  
Table 5. Parameters in the GMMs of the stress spectra 635 
Case w1 μ1 (MPa) σ1 (MPa) w2 μ2 (MPa) σ2 (MPa) 
Pm=0, Ro=non 0.56 6.97 2.23 0.44 15.02 4.85 
pm=7.2%, Ro=non 0.51 6.96 2.33 0.49 14.84 5.73 
Pm=7.2%, Ro=100% 0.51 6.76 2.75 0.49 13.77 5.55 
Pm=7.2, Ro=50% 0.68 6.42 3.95 0.32 12.97 5.23 
 636 
637 
  
Table 6. Statistics of random variables 638 
Variable Distribution type Mean value Standard deviation 
△σre GMM Figs. 11 
Nd Normal distribution 1072               161 
DΔ Lognormal distribution 1 0.3 
KD Lognormal distribution 1.64×10
14 0.56×1013 
e Normal distribution 0.78 0.078 
 639 
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 Figures Captions 641 
Fig. 1. Physical model of a two-axle truck 642 
Fig. 2. Flowchart for simulating fatigue stress spectrum based on WIM data  643 
Fig. 3. Statistics of WIM measurements: (a) GVWs of V6 trucks; (b) driving speeds of V6 644 
trucks 645 
Fig. 4. Stochastic traffic load model over one hour 646 
Fig. 5. Dimensions of the cross-section of (b) the mid-span of the bridge; and (b) a typical 647 
girder (unit: m) 648 
Fig. 6. Time histories of the simulated road roughness coefficients 649 
Fig. 7. Stress-time histories of the bottom rebar of the bridge under a V6 truck loading: (a) Lb = 650 
25 m; (b) Lb = 40 m 651 
Fig. 8. Influence of vehicle types and GVWs on equivalent fatigue stress ranges 652 
Fig. 9. Influence of driving speeds on the equivalent stress range 653 
Fig. 10. Response surface of fatigue stress ranges for six-axle trucks driving on good RRC 654 
considering driving speeds and GVWs 655 
Fig. 11. Histograms of the headway time of two trucks passing over the bridge simultaneously 656 
in two lanes 657 
Fig. 12. Influence of travel lanes on stress ranges  658 
Fig. 13. Stress spectra and GMM fits of the bridge (a) considering the presence of mutiple 659 
trucks; and (b) considering overloading control 660 
Fig. 14. RRC deterioration due to vehicle loads 661 
Fig. 15. Lifetime reliability accounting for RRC degradation 662 
  
Fig. 16. Lifetime fatigue reliability of the bridge considering traffic growth 663 
Fig. 17. Influence of truck overloading limits on the fatigue reliability 664 
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